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Background 

It is alleged that the full apparition of a Victorian woman can be seen wandering the cemetery.  Who is 

she looking for and what she is looking for remains a mystery?  

However, to find out more LPS undertook our first ever paranormal investigation at this location. 

Members made the relatively short journey of around forty minutes to the location of St Leonards 

Church which is situated in the small hamlet of Amersham in Buckinghamshire.   

Following what has been a difficult year for all with Covid 19 and the restrictions and subsequent 

lockdowns that have followed. The small team comprised of six members in line with current covid 

guidelines and is likely to remain the norm for the foreseeable future until restrictions relax. 

 

Pre – Investigation 

Sonia picked up before the investigation started a Benedictine Monk standing at the back of the church 

who was a guardian of protection for the church as it has many different energies surrounding it.  

Also, whilst turning in the carpark of Church Sonia felt her car was in a mud slide and the was no wind 

or breeze outside of the car at the time. Sonia looked in her mirror and the mirror and car was 

juddering. Sonia also picked up on the carpark that a man had been beaten by many men and hit at the 

back of the head with a heavy wooden club or stick.  

 

21.30: All team members met outside 122 Bois Lane as not to draw attention to investigation to 

neighbouring residents. Members proceeded up the Lane to St Leonards Church avoiding the Front of 

Church and turned into the Graveyard at the side of the Church. 

 

22.00: Members sat in graveyard for Meditation and Protection Prayer. After meditation Andy asked if 

anyone got anything. Marie said she saw a dog by the Church and Sonia said she saw a large Cat 

standing by the front of the church entrance. 

 

22.10 Vigil One Silent vigils 

The team is split up into the following: 

Andy and Marc who are located at the rear of the church. 

Marie and Sonia are located opposite the front of the church. 

Ben and Richard are located close to the car park. 
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22.10 Andy and Marc at side of church 

22.10 Silent vigil Andy and Marc at rear of church 

22.14 Andy hears of the sound of the bush behind him being rattled by a wild animal possibly. 

22.17 sound of wild animals 

22:30 Noises from nearby houses 

 

22:10 Vigil One Marie and Sonia Report  

Marie felt an elemental in trees behind her and Sonia. Both Sonia and Marie felt they were being 

watched. Both Sonia and Marie felt the energy was not a good energy and wasn’t happy they were 

there. Sonia said she had the feeling that a woman had fallen from the tower in front of the entrance to 

church. Marie confirmed that she had felt the same. Sonia had a tugging on her coat as if to pull her 

away from where her and Marie were standing. The trees at one point seemed to get very dark behind 

Sonia and Marie. Sonia felt that the elemental had climbed to the top of the trees behind her and Marie 

and was guarding their space. “Saying this is my space with the energy of claiming it.”  

Both Sonia and Marie both agreed that the energy did not like the men and would pick out one if they 

could. Ben and Richard talked to Sonia and Marie at the end of the vigil and Ben reported that he saw a 

figure to the left-hand side of the church, and it moved upwards. 

 

22:10 Vigil one Ben and Richard and Marc 

Ben and Richard K made their way to the very back of the churchyard whereby other members in 

groups of twos placed themselves in different areas of the graveyard also. 

Silent vigils took place whereby Ben felt that they were being watched from the top of the church tower 

and the evening silence was interrupted by the sounds of screaming which members agreed were likely 

to be Foxes mating in the distance. 

22:29 Hissing sounds are heard by Marc near the church. 

22:30 Marc feels drawn towards a specific area of gravestones near the centre East side of the church. 

He also feels an evil presence towards the far-right side of the graveyard near to where the team entered 

22:38 Ben and Richard were joined by Maria and Sonia who advised them that they had sensed and 

Elamentor that did not like men and was likely to target what they described as the weakest in the team 

to play with them!  

It was at this point that Ben noticed a Shadow in the far corner of the Church yard near to the entrance 

to the church and the shadow appeared to be moving backwards and forwards behind the church side. 

With that the Vigil was concluded and members were paired with another member for the second part 

of the investigation making their ways to their respective new areas. 

 

22:45 Vigil Two Ben and Andy  

22:45 hours Ben and Andy made their way to the front of the church for a period of silent vigil.  

23:12 hours both were picking up the smell of damp soil which appeared to linger for a period as they 

were sat on a bench.   

23.14 Andy equipment suffers unexplained battery loss despite being well charged. Andy senses a 

spirit in the car park area and is drawn to that location. 
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22:45 Vigil Two Maria and Sonia and Marc 

Marie and Sonia went to the right had side of graveyard if looking at front of church. Sonia felt that 

Mark was vulnerable and that there was an energy that would try and cause him some mischief. 

Marie agreed and both Sonia and Marie stood back with Marc and Richard on righthand side of 

Church. Marc mention that he had felt drawn to an energy at the side of Church in front of him. Sonia 

put down Marc’s sensor and as Sonia moved back to Marc the sensor went off. Richard had moved 

away from Mark and Felt drawn further away from the group. Marie had started to feel a bit strange 

and cold, so she sat down on the chair. Sonia gave Marie a red Jasper stone for grounding and Marc 

also gave Marie a black obsidian for protection. Sonia asked Marie if she would like some protection 

spray, she had on her and Marie agreed. Sonia sprayed this around Marie and the space Richard and 

Marc where in. Sonia asked permission to put her hand on the back of Marie’s neck as she felt this was 

a vulnerable spot-on Marie’s body for negative energy to enter. Marie said she felt a bit more relaxed. 

Marie was feeling cold.  

22:51 - Marc notices a possible shadow moving along the church wall. 

22:53 - Marie and Sonia rejoin Marc and Richard for protection purposes. 

Maria feels uneasy about something. Marc feels drawn towards the specific area of gravestones near 

the centre East side of the church again. 

 

22:56 - Marc advises Sonia about the feeling of being drawn towards a specific area of gravestones 

again, on the centre East side. One in particular is very strong. He advises Sonia and Marie that he 

wants to set a motion detection trap to see if there is any response. Sonia also feels an evil presence 

towards the right side of the group of gravestones, close to where the team originally entered from. 

Marc had previously indicated this too. Sonia offers to lay the motion detection trap (a motion activated 

light) on Marc's behalf as she feels he is being lured, possibly into a trap.     

 

22:58 - Sonia lays the motion activated light at the location where Marc advises. 

 

22:59 - Motion activated light illuminates. Four team members witnessed this. 

23:09 - Team members feel evilness again. Marie feels very uneasy about something. 

Sonia uses protection on Marie per her request. Marc offers a black Obsidian protection stone to Maria 

as he has a spare. This is accepted. 

 

23:15 - Marie feels Wicca. 

 

23:18 - Richard feels drawn towards the West side, towards the church tower. 

 

23:22 - Marc gets a feeling of intrusion. Should the church be at this location? 

 

23:33 - Marc thinks he notices a light come on inside the church.   

 

23:30 Vigil Ends 

23:45 Vigil Three Ben and Marc 

Ben was paired with Marc, but the vigil was uneventful. 
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23:45 Vigil Three Andy and Sonia  

 Andy and Sonia went to the side of the Church neat to the car park. Andy placed a recorder on one of 

the gravestones. Sonia had a spirit lady get right in her face, aggressively “asking what you are doing 

here” and swearing the lady was not happy. Sonia said that they meant her no harm and respected her 

space. Sonia said that the lady calmed down a bit and it was her fear of being a witch and fear of what 

was in her time. Sonia mentioned that there where different energies from different times around the 

Church. 

Andy said he had picked something up about the car park area and as Andy and Sonia approached the 

car park to investigate further, they had to move as the security light came on. So, Andy and Sonia 

moved to the back of the church. 

 

00.00 Olivus Experiment  

All the team are assembled at the location where the investigation began for a short experiment with the 

Olivus three and with Richard K undertaking automatic writing.     

Q: How many members of the team are there 

Response: Six 

This was a direct question with a direct response there were indeed six members of the team. This was 

the best response of the session.  Other answers included some random data as the Olivus always spews 

out and some that was relevant 

23:53 - Hi 

23:53 – Paul (comes up a lot) 

23:53 – Men (males in the group) 

23:54 – Glance (often comes up) 

23:55 – Marker (gravestones possibly?) 

23:56 – Award (non-related word) 

23:56 - Automatic (another that often comes up) 

23:57 – Cell (Batteries) 

23:58 – Veronica (comes up a lot) 

23:58 – Enough (does come up but maybe this time the spirits had seen enough) 

23:59 - See 

23:59 - Next 

 

All signals provided by the Olivus Three are very strong. 

 

00.20 End of investigation 

Due to an intense drop in temperature at this point we agreed to call it a night. 

 

Post Investigation Results 

No media evidence was caught. 

One member reported being very ill the next day.   

 

 

 

 

 


